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Present:        Andy Artimovich, Chair         

                      Jennifer Jones, Vice-Chair                       

                      Robert Mantegari 

                      Russ Kelly 

                      Jon Morgan (via zoom) 

 

Artimovich called the meeting to order at 6pm.  

 

The Board reviewed payroll and accounts payable then signed the register.  

 

Mantegari motioned, seconded by Jones, to allow Jon Morgan to attend remotely. Artimovich – aye; Jones – aye; Mantegari – aye; Kelly 

– aye. Motion carried. 

 

Mantegari motioned, seconded by Jones, to accept the consent agenda which consisted of public minutes from 11/22/2022, non-public 

sealed meeting minutes from 11/22/2022, recreation manifest, treasurer’s report (found at the end of these minutes), intent to cut and the 

following building permits:  

• Joshua Cunha, 426 Middle Road, Solar 

• Russell Prescott, 79-113 RT 27, Demolition 

• Kevin Johnston, 21 Pine Road, Electrical 

 

Artimovich – aye; Jones- aye; Mantegari – aye; Kelly – aye; Morgan – aye. 

 

Karen Clement, Town Administrator, presented the board with a request from a 32-year Brentwood resident on Middle Road who was 

assessed an interest fee for not paying the first issue tax bill he claimed he had not received. He came in to pay his first issue tax bill and 

second issue tax bill on November 22, at which time the resident requested the fee be waived. Daphne Woss, Town Clerk/Tax Collector, 

stated in a letter to the board that she has reviewed the request and although it is the responsibility of the resident to notify the town if they 

have not received a tax bill, she is requesting the $122.30 fee be waived this one time. Mantegari motioned, seconded by Kelly, to waive 

the fee. Artimovich – aye; Jones – aye; Mantegari – aye; Kelly – aye; Morgan – aye. 

 

Clement offered an update to the board on the highway shed construction.  She stated phase 1 of the building has been constructed ahead 

of schedule and on budget.  Clement offered the building materials list for the selectboard’s review. The total building construction was 

$353,005 with a $13,844.20 construction management fee. Mantegari asked how the project was being paid for. Clement responded 

$290,465.94 will come out of the capital reserves for highway construction, $30,000 from unused road construction budget, and 

$42,194.19 will be coming out of ARPA funds. 

 

Alyssa Cynewski, EMS Administrator, was present to discuss her EMS budget.  

• Level-funded 

o Administration fee decreased 

o Professional training decreased 

o Training increased 

o Ambulance supplies increased 

• Not tax based affected – money comes from revolving account 

 

Mantegari motioned to accept the EMS budget in the amount of $89,224. Jones seconded the motion. Artimovich – aye; Jones – aye; 

Mantegari – aye; Kelly – aye; Morgan – aye. 

 

Joe Bird, Fire Chief, presented the Fire Department budget. 

• Total budget $1,011,455 

• Increase of $115,277 

• 5.22% increase 

• Warrant article amount was $204,364 

o $115,210 was raised and appropriated for 7 months 

o Will spend about $60,000 by end of the year 
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▪ Due to timing of new hires 

▪ Use was less than planned 

 

Mantegari motioned, seconded by Jones to put $100,00 from ARPA funds into the operating budget for additional full-time firefighters to 

help off-set the fire budget. Artimovich – aye; Jones – aye; Mantegari – aye; Kelly – aye; Morgan – aye. 

 

Jones asked about information on the radio grants. Chief Bird responded it was a federally funded grant that encompassed 4 other 

surrounding towns. He shared there has been no decision yet made that he is aware of and added the radios are at least 20 years old. Bird 

explained the radios need to be replaced with or without the grant. Jones asked if there is no money received from the grant if the 

department will have money to replace the radios and keep employees safe. Bird replied he will plan to replace three or four radios at a 

time. 

 

Morgan asked how much the grant was for and who it was submitted to. Chief Bird responded he believed it was a little under a million 

dollar grant to be split among the other towns and it was submitted to the Department of Homeland Security, but he was not positive. Bird 

offered to have the information forwarded to Morgan to be sure the correct information was relayed. 

 

Morgan thanked Chief Bird for the detailed notes pertaining to the budget. 

 

Jones motioned, seconded by Mantegari, to accept the fire department budget in the amount of $1,011,455. Jones – aye; Mantegari – aye; 

Kelly – aye; Morgan – aye; Artimovich – aye. 

 

Kelly spoke about his request for a Memorandum of Understanding with the Brentwood Newsletter and his reasoning behind it. He 

spoke about joining the board in March with Jones and inheriting the controversy with articles that had previously been printed. Kelly 

stated there were warrant articles, votes, debates between the previous board, and discussions of contracts being developed. He shared 

there were separate meetings held with Artimovich, Mantegari and himself with different people on the Newsletter Board in an attempt to 

come to an agreement suitable for both sides, in addition to public meetings and a non-public meeting. Kelly stated that a formal 

agreement was never reached following the lengthy discussions.  

 

The newsletter recognized some areas of improvement and made a promise to do better during the lengthy discussions in the past, 

according to Kelly. During that time, Kelly stated he requested the opinion section be removed from the newsletter. Brentwood 

Newsletter expressed they did not want to have that removed at that time, according to Kelly. He stated he voted yes at that time in 

support of the newsletter funding. As a result, Kelly explained he received numerous angry comments from residents who wanted the 

newsletter to agree to a contract or lose their budget. Kelly explained that he made a promise to those residents that if there were 

issues/problems going forward he would keep track of them and hold the newsletter accountable. He shared he is firm in his belief there 

should not be an opinion section and understands the newsletter has no desire to have the town telling it how to operate. 

 

Kelly stated he would like the parts of the newsletter containing history lessons of the town, reporting on boy scouts, announcements, 

updates, street name information, and the like to be continued. He shared he cannot be a yes vote if there is divisive, damaging or 

problematic information being posted in the newsletter. Kelly stated the last discussions did not end with a contract but promises the 

newsletter would do better. 

 

Jones asked if Kelly was looking for the board to vote on how to move forward. Artimovich responded he believes the next step would be 

for a newsletter representative to respond. Jones stated the budget line item for the newsletter is not specific to a vendor. 

 

Jim Hajjar, Brentwood Newsletter representative, joined the table to respond to the requests and to answer questions. He asked what 

Kelly meant by Town. Kelly responded Town not as in residents, but departments within the Town that have dealt with the newsletter in 

the past and voiced their concerns about items being or not being published as requested. Hajjar shared he had recently visited the library 

to speak with library director, Janice Wiers about the format she was using for her submissions to the newsletter. Mantegari asked what 

format submissions are expected to be. Hajjar offered no response to that and instead recommended deferring to Robin Wrighton. 

 

Kelly reminded Hajjar of some of the recent situations involving the newsletter including the Selectboard submissions and printing 

information from an email without informing someone it would be published. Hajjar stated he does not believe the opinion section is 

divisive. He read some quotes about truth and opinions. Hajjar stated he believes people should be allowed to share their views. 
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Andy Gray, Recreation Director, came to the table to discuss his concerns with items that are being submitted but not being published. He 

stated he understands the tradition and history of the newsletter and has no desire to have it go away. Gray wanted to express his 

experience of submitting information every month that is not printed. He explained some of the items not being printed include his 

mission statement, information on renting the recreation facilities, programs offered including yoga and martial arts, cleat swap and more. 

Gray stated there have been responses back to him from the newsletter that the information he is sharing is considered offering free ad 

space. He stated he disagrees because those items being advertised are services to the town and its residents. Hajjar offered to follow-up 

with Gray tomorrow with a phone call. 

 

Janice Wiers, Library Director, shared her concerns with the newsletter. She responded to Hajjar’s explanation of the recent library visit 

as more of a conversation as a patron than as official business. Wiers stands by her comments made during the conversation. She 

explained the board of trustees requested her to send the information to the newsletter as a pdf rather than text. Wiers stated in the last 

issue, her information was typed incorrectly by the newsletter staff which is part of the reason she is requested to send it as a pdf. 

 

Wiers offered information about the history of the library’s relationship with the newsletter. She explained about five years ago there was 

a children’s librarian who did not want her picture featured in the newsletter for an article that was being written. Wiers explained the 

employee made it very clear. The compromise was that the newsletter editor, Robin Wrighton, would take a group photo of the librarians. 

That was the picture Wrighton was to use according to Wiers. Instead, the photo was cropped to feature only that employee who desired 

not to be photographed alone. Wiers explained that was her first experience with the newsletter. 

 

Moving forward from that incident was Wier’s desire. She shared that month after month, library items are not published as submitted 

and she is requesting more communication when items are going to be removed from her submissions. Wiers stated she understands pdf 

can be more difficult to work with. She explained the children’s librarian, Kiki Donis-Wahl, has requested the font and margin 

expectations so it can be formatted and submitted to meet the criteria of the newsletter. Wiers explained that information has not been 

provided to them yet. Hajjar stated he would be willing to connect with Wiers about her concerns. 

 

Morgan stated he did not want to minimize the concerns addressed by the library and recreation department. He pointed out the concerns 

are unrelated to Kelly’s concerns that were raised regarding the opinions and editorial concerns. 

 

Artimovich voiced his beliefs about the town being divided about the newsletter sharing some people want it how it is, and others want it 

changed. He recognizes it is not possible to please everyone. Artimovich believes some common ground needs to be reached.  

 

Hajjar asked how many MOU’s exist with other non-profit organizations and the town. Clement responded she was unsure off the top of 

her head. Hajjar asked how many contracts are written for suppliers or vendors. Clement responded all of them. Hajjar asked who writes 

the contracts. Artimovich stated there is not a need for writing them normally, because an RFP is put out and a vendor or contractor 

responds to the RFP which then becomes the agreement on which services are provided. 

 

Hajjar stated it was unfair to say the newsletter is causing division. Artimovich responded that he stated people are divided over the 

newsletter not that the newsletter was causing division. Hajjar stated he believes there are people who do not like to see alternative 

opinions. In response, Kelly read a sample from the most recent newsletter of an article entitled “Had Enough”.  

 

Artimovich asked how Hajjar would like to proceed. Artimovich asked if Hajjar desired an RFP to be sent or if the newsletter would 

prefer to send something as Hajjar had stated they would be amendable to some sort of agreement.  

 

Tracy Descoteaux, Brentwood Newsletter Treasurer, was present to share the budget for the Brentwood Newsletter. 

• Requesting $22,369 

• Increase from $16,200 

• 11 issues/year 

 

Artimovich asked what the one-time budget alignment in the amount of $4,794 represents. Descoteaux responded it would represent the 

first three months of funding the newsletter before the March vote. Jones stated it appears the town was being charged twice for the same 

issues based on the budget request. 
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Jones asked if there are cost savings now that the newsletter is an official tax exempt 501c3. Descoteaux replied that the newsletter has 

negotiated for the lowest postage rate and lowest printing rate. Wrighton added that paper is a commodity and pricing cannot be locked 

into as prices rise and fall. 

 

Artimovich asked what the $900 distribution cost covers. Descoteaux responded it covers the dots for sealing, address labels, ink for 

printing the labels and other incidentals. 

 

Jones motioned to approve the $17,575 as a town newsletter line item in the general government budget. Mantegari seconded the motion. 

Artimovich – aye; Jones – aye; Mantegari – aye; Kelly – aye; Morgan – aye. 

 

Janice Wiers, library director, was present to discuss her budget. She was joined by Melody Santos, library trustee. 

• Total budget increasing 22.4% 

o Including compensation 

o Other line-item increases  

• Proposed budget of $324,203.34 

• Level-funded lines 

o Media 

o Catalogue/circulation system 

o Telephone/Wi-Fi 

o Programs 

o Heating 

• Decreases 

o Equipment/security 

o supplies 

• Increases 

o Electricity 

o Computers 

 

Wiers spoke about wage adjustments for the library staff. Mantegari spoke strongly against supporting large increases. Santos responded 

to Mantegari about the steps being taken to help retain staff, but also to ease the possibility of having to fill the positions should they 

become vacant. Santos reminded the board the library positions have been significantly underpaid for a long time. Her desire is to pay 

competitive wages and offer excellent service. 

 

Artimovich suggested giving COLA to only lower paid employees. Clement pointed out that the amount being questioned is about a 

penny of impact. Morgan responded he believes it is a perception issue. It was decided the library budget would be tabled until next week 

so amounts of increases can be refigured and presented again. 

 

Kelly had no ZBA or Communications Subcommittee updates. 

 

Mantegari had no committee updates. 

 

Jones shared she recently attended the NH Municipal trainings recently. One vendor she found interesting was Town Cloud. The 

vendor’s sole focus is redoing town websites in a modern way according to Jones. The prices were less than what the town currently pays 

Jones stated. 

 

Jones shared she also attended energy aggregation seminars. She stated she found them very helpful and informative.   

 

Artimovich shared the budget committee approved the highway budget. He also explained there was conversation about readjusting the 

elderly exemption. Artimovich explained that based on information for the county, Brentwood is average on income, but is off quite a bit 

regarding allowable assets. 

 

Mantegari asked if the exemptions are governed by RSA. Clement responded the Veteran’s credit is and the town is maxed currently on 

the amount that can be offered. Clement explained there is the ability to change the amount for the totally and permanently disabled 
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Veterans. She stated the amount given is $1700 and the maximum amount allowed is $4000. 

 

Jones asked how many people currently receive the exemptions. Clement responded there are 143 with a Veteran’s credit, 11 with elderly 

exemptions and 4 who qualify as totally and permanently disabled. Jones asked if the dollar amount would be a huge impact. Clement 

responded it would depend because more people could qualify, and she is unsure of the impact. 

 

Artimovich opened the floor for public comment. 

 

Liz Faria, South Road, believes the average worker at Dunkin Donuts earns $12.24 according to the source she used. Faria asked if 

education was factored into the pay increase recommendations for the library. Artimovich responded the Selectboard does not control the 

library and those questions are better addressed to the library trustees. 

 

Bill Faria, South Road, urged those heading up the charette with the town to examine how the land was granted to be used by the town 

before moving ahead with spending money for possible commercial development. Faria requested potential conflicts be examined for 

those on the Energy and Efficiency Subcommittee. Joint Powers Agreement was also addressed by Faria. He suggested before anything 

is signed; the information is presented to the town. Addressing all board members, Faria asked if there is a particular alternative newsletter 

in mind. Faria also asked about the recreation manifest. Artimovich explained it is for checks written by the rec department from the 

revolving fund. 

 

Steve Dawson, Ladd Road, shared his appreciation of the hard work of the volunteers of the Brentwood Newsletter. He stated based on 

his experience in publishing and editing, Dawson understands the work that needs to occur to keep a publication balanced. Dawson stated 

there needs to be some moderation in what is being published, recruitment of opposite opinions and a balanced board. He believes this 

that is a large ask for a volunteer group. Dawson suggested seeing how great the newsletter could be without the opinion/editorial pieces.  

 

Julie Velevis, Lyford Lane, shared she enjoys the Brentwood Newsletter and believes there are people who expect it in their mailboxes 

because they do not use the computer. Velevis agrees the town is divided and believes the town cannot take opinions away. 

 

Melissa Litchfield, Eleanor’s Way, stated she misses the opportunity to ask questions as the meeting progresses and now having to wait 

until the end for public comment. Litchfield stated she felt more in touch when the meeting was run the previous way with the allowed 

back and forth. 

 

Jim Michaud, Route 125, offered his opinion in favor of the opinion section of the Brentwood Newsletter. 

 

Lois DeYoung, Crawley Falls Road, stated she believes the division started a few years ago with the Brentwood Newsletter. DeYoung 

also made claims there is a group who wants to take over the Brentwood Newsletter. 

 

Bill Dunham, Block Drive, read a quote from the March 29 meeting. He agrees the division started 2-3 years ago. 

 

Kelly responded that he is an undeclared registered independent but not a candidate. He stated his comment stands as quoted. Kelly 

pointed out that people bring items to him for review – the section he read earlier in the meeting as an example. He stated he understands 

people have freedom of speech, but does not support town funds to offer a place for opinions.  

 

Janice Wiers, library director, asked DeYoung for clarification about her comment regarding someone at the library wanting to take over 

the newsletter. Wiers stated there is no desire to take over the newsletter. 

 

Laura Hajjar, Mohawk Lane, stated she is impressed with the Brentwood Newsletter. She appreciates that people do not have to pay for 

ad space. Hajjar suggested to think carefully about taking away the freedom of speech by removing the opinion section of the newsletter. 

 

Ward Byrne, Rowell Road, stated the division in the town can only be fixed by the Selectboard. He also stated he disagrees with library 

staff making more than police and fire employees. Byrne states he desires Brentwood to be what it was 40 years ago. 

 

Mac McNaughton, South Road, offered a full disclosure that he is friends with Wrighton and many of her staff of volunteers. If the 

opinion piece is removed from the newsletter, he will vote to have the newsletter abolished. 
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Rebecca Dunham, Block Drive, stated she believes society as general has become intolerant. She endorses the opinion piece of the 

newsletter. 

 

Michelle Siudut, Middle Road, asked for clarification on how a vote at town meeting can be a moot point. Jones responded that advisory 

votes are suggestions and do not mandate the board to act a particular way. Siudut claimed Jones does not care how the townspeople 

voted last year. Jones disagreed with that interpretation.  

 

At 9:00pm, Mantegari motioned, seconded by Jones, to go into non-public for legal. Artimovich – aye; Jones – aye; Mantegari – aye; 

Kelly – aye; Morgan – aye. 

 

At 9:45 pm, Mantegari motioned to come out of nonpublic and seal the seal the minutes from the non-public meeting. Jones seconded the 

motion.  Jones – aye; Mantegari – aye; Kelly – aye; Morgan – aye; Artimovich – aye.  

 

Mantegari motioned, Jones seconded, to adjourn at 9:45 pm. All were in favor. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Tamera Peek 

 

 


